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BACKGROUND Fetal posterior cerebral artery occlusion is rare and often presents with severe neurological symptoms. Although acute recanalization
therapy is commonly used for cerebral vessel occlusion, unruptured cerebral aneurysms can be hidden distal to the occluded vessels.

OBSERVATIONS An 87-year-old man presented with consciousness disturbance and right hemiparesis. The authors diagnosed left fetal posterior
cerebral artery occlusion and performed mechanical thrombectomy. A stent retriever was deployed from the middle cerebral artery M1 segment across
the mural thrombus of the internal carotid artery. After the first pass, the fetal posterior cerebral artery remained occluded, with confirmation of a
contrast effect around the thrombus. Because the anatomical course of the fetal posterior cerebral artery was unidentified, the procedure was stopped.
At 1-week recovery, magnetic resonance imaging revealed complete recanalization and a fetal posterior cerebral artery aneurysm hidden within the
occluded site. Blood flow was directed to the aneurysm, and the thrombus within the aneurysm simultaneously occluded the fetal posterior cerebral
artery.

LESSONS To avoid critical complications following mechanical thrombectomy for fetal posterior cerebral artery occlusion, hidden aneurysms should be
suspected when a “fried egg–like” contrast effect is observed around the thrombus.
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A fetal posterior cerebral artery (FPCA) is defined by continuation
of the posterior communicating artery to the P2 segment of the pos-
terior cerebral artery (PCA), with a hypoplastic P1 segment.1 FPCA
occlusion (FPCO) is rare but can cause severe neurological symp-
toms because the FPCA supplies the ipsilateral diencephalon and
posterior lobe. Reperfusion therapy for large-vessel occlusion is well
established clinically. Use of mechanical thrombectomy (MT) for an
FPCO has also been reported.2 However, for safe use of MT, it is
important to consider unruptured cerebral aneurysms, which can be
hidden distal to the occluded vessels. Herein, we present a case of a
hidden aneurysm that was confirmed at the occluded site after MT
for an FPCO.

Illustrative Case
An 87-year-old man with a medical history of arterial fibrillation

presented with consciousness disturbance and right hemiparesis.
His initial National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale score was 17.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed infarction of the left
hypothalamus and thalamus (Fig. 1A). A T2* sequence showed a
susceptibility vessel sign at the left internal carotid artery (ICA). A
T2-weighted sequence revealed a bold flow void along the course of
the posterior communicating artery, and no aneurysm was detected
(Fig. 1B). Magnetic resonance angiography showed a left ICA defect
(Fig. 1C), with hypoplasia of the left PCA from the P1 segment.
Cerebral angiography revealed a mural thrombus on the C2 segment

ABBREVIATIONS FPCA 5 fetal posterior cerebral artery; FPCO 5 fetal posterior cerebral artery occlusion; ICA 5 internal carotid artery; MCA 5 middle cerebral artery;
MRI 5 magnetic resonance imaging; MT 5 mechanical thrombectomy; PCA 5 posterior cerebral artery.
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of the left ICA (Fig. 2A). Thus, we diagnosed a left FPCO and per-
formed MT.

We were unable to insert a microcatheter into the FPCA, be-
cause the FPCA orifice was not detected. A microcatheter (Phenom
27, Medtronic) was advanced to the M1 segment of the middle ce-
rebral artery (MCA) along a microwire (ASAHI CHIKAI 14, Asahi In-
tecc Co. Ltd.). We deployed a stent retriever (6 � 40 mm, Solitaire
Platinum, Medtronic) from the M1 segment of the MCA across the
mural thrombus. The stent retriever was withdrawn with an aspira-
tion catheter (ACE 68, Penumbra Inc.) inserted just proximal to the
thrombus (Fig. 2B). Although a red thrombus was removed, the
FPCA remained occluded.

Intraoperative angiography after the first pass detected the
FPCA orifice. A “fried egg–like” contrast effect was observed around
the thrombus, which differed from the general findings of embolic
vessel occlusion (e.g., the “claw sign”) (Fig. 2C). Because the ana-
tomical course of the FPCA was unidentified and collateral flow to
the ipsilateral PCA territory was confirmed (Fig. 2D), the procedure
was ended. After MT, the patient’s National Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale score was improved to 11. At 1 week after the proce-
dure, MRI revealed complete recanalization and an unruptured
FPCA aneurysm at the occluded site. Follow-up digital subtraction
angiography showed the anatomical relationship between the aneu-
rysm and the FPCA (Fig. 3A–C).

Discussion
Observations

We report a rare case of an FPCO with a hidden unruptured
cerebral aneurysm. The fried egg–like contrast effect is an impor-
tant finding for detecting a hidden aneurysm. The prevalence of hid-
den aneurysms was reported to be 3.7%.3 A few studies have also
reported critical complications associated with rupture of hidden
aneurysms due to mechanical stimulation of the stent retriever or
thrombolysis.4,5 Hidden cerebral aneurysms are frequently bifurcat-
ing (e.g., of the MCA and basilar artery tip), which is likely because
blood flow is directed toward the aneurysms.4 As such, sidewall-
type hidden aneurysms are rare. A case of a sidewall-type ICA an-
eurysm hidden distal to the ICA occlusion was previously reported.6

However, to our knowledge, there are no reports of an FPCO in
which the thrombus located within the ICA aneurysm secondarily
occluded the FPCA. Thus, clinicians should be aware of hidden
aneurysms at the occluded site when performing MT for FPCO.

It is rare for a thrombus to occlude only the FPCA, which is a
sidewall branch of the ICA. The posterior communicating artery
originates from the posterior wall of the C2 segment of the ICA and
runs posterior medially to anastomose with the ipsilateral PCA. Ac-
cording to flow dynamics and the thrombus trajectory, FPCO alone
is improbable.7 Nevertheless, Matz et al.8 reported a case of FPCO
caused by changes in flow dynamics, which involved increasing
blood flow to the FPCA with ipsilateral chronic MCA occlusion. In
the present case, the C2 to C1 segments of the left ICA were posi-
tioned more upright than normal, and the FPCA originated vertically
from the ICA. The aneurysm was located on the FPCA, and blood
flow was directed to the aneurysm rather than to the MCA or the

FIG. 1. Imaging findings on presentation. A: Admission MRI shows acute ischemic stroke of the left hypothal-
amus. B: T2-weighted MRI sequence shows a bold flow void along the course of the left posterior communi-
cating artery. An aneurysm was not confirmed. C: Magnetic resonance angiography shows a left ICA defect.

FIG. 2. Intraprocedural angiographic findings. A: Preprocedural angiog-
raphy shows a mural thrombus on the C2 segment of the ICA. B: A
stent retriever was deployed from the M1 segment of the MCA across
the mural thrombus. The aspiration catheter was inserted proximal to
the thrombus. C: Angiography after the first pass shows a fried egg–
like contrast effect around the thrombus. D: Antegrade and retrograde
collateral flow from MCA to PCA territory was confirmed (arrowheads).
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FPCA. Thus, the thrombus was located within the aneurysm and
also occluded the FPCA.

At initial angiography of the present case, it was impossible to
detect the hidden aneurysm because the FPCA was completely
occluded. For an FPCA with a tortuous course, catheter insertion
distal to the FPCA is often difficult. In many cases of FPCO with a
catheter introduced into the FPCA, the running course of the FPCA
was at least partially confirmed.9 In the present case, we deployed
a stent retriever from the MCA across the mural thrombus. Angiog-
raphy after the first pass showed a fried egg–like contrast effect,
which represents an aneurysmal dome that is slightly larger than
the thrombus. In the present case, the hidden aneurysm was actu-
ally small, but the thrombus was fitted across both the FPCA and
the aneurysm, so a fried egg–like contrast effect appeared. Addi-
tionally, because the aneurysm and the FPCA were not separated
on the angiographic working projection, catheter insertion may have
perforated the aneurysm. Although we were not aware of a hidden
aneurysm in the occluded site when performing MT, the microcath-
eter was not inserted distal to the FPCA. The procedure was ended
because the fried egg–like contrast effect, which was not observed
in the single vessel embolic occlusion, was confirmed, and fortu-
nately the collateral flow from MCA to PCA territory was confirmed.
If a hidden aneurysm is suspected, three-dimensional digital subtrac-
tion angiography should be considered. The fried egg–like contrast ef-
fect is an angiographic sign suggestive of a hidden aneurysm, which
is different from the characteristic “claw sign” observed in embolic
stroke.10 Detection of this sign is important for avoiding critical compli-
cations associated with MT in patients with hidden aneurysms.

Lessons
Because the ICA-FPCA bifurcation is the common site of cere-

bral aneurysms, an FPCO can coexist with a hidden aneurysm. To
avoid a critical complication in MT for FPCO, a hidden aneurysm
should be suspected when a contrast effect is observed around the
thrombus.
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FIG. 3. Follow-up angiographic findings. A: Cerebral angiography shows an FPCA aneurysm that was hidden
in the occlusion site. The aneurysm and the FPCA were not separated in the angiographic working projection.
B and C: Blood flow was directed to the aneurysm. The aneurysm orifice was located on the FPCA.
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